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AISWITCH CUDA- A value communication 
framework for Enterprise AI-automation 

 

Who should read this: End-user Leaders- AI users/ strategists/ digital business 
leaders/ service provider client partners/ AI-automation leaders 

Enterprise AI-automation leaders and end-users/ service providers/ business leaders who are planning 
to scale up adoption of AI-automation solutions. 

 

Why is an AI-automation value communication 
framework needed? 

As per a 2020 survey involving 300+ global leaders, 60% of them think that regular communication 
between tech and business functions is the most crucial lever to identify the net new tech-powered 
business opportunities, e.g. digital businesses powered by AI-automation. A critical aspect of 
communication between tech and business leaders and their teams is the ability on both sides to 
articulate and demonstrate the value and impact of the net new technologies, on key outcomes of the 
organization and its people & key stakeholders.  
 
More than 40% enterprise business, functional and technology leaders have cited lack of relevant 
value metrics and effective communication of value as the biggest stumbling blocks towards achieving 
sustainable budgets, sponsorship, and senior management motivation regarding adoption of AI. The 
most common and biggest challenge to AI investments across industries and providers have so far 
been our overall inability [at industry-level] to show direct, tangible, measurable BUSINESS outcomes, 
beyond just plain-vanilla people-effort reduction numbers. 
 
On one hand, the AI evangelists and futuristic, transformational IT & business leaders are being 
constantly challenged by the status quo as well as their finance organizations on "showing them bang 
for their buck [spent in getting the White Elephant -AI- in the room]". On the other hand, this challenge 
of ill-defined targets and hard-to-show direct outcomes is actually also acting as the root cause of a 
vicious cycle - of people's resistance to change ["what's in it for me", "show me where and for whom it 
has worked well"].  
 
Net result: Extremely slow scale of adoption to the new ways of working.  

Targeted outcomes and RoI from AI investments depend on just 1 thing: Scale of Adoption, i.e. how 
quickly and how successfully people at different ranks and files of the organization are able to leverage 
the intelligent automation assets.  
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What is CUDA and how to use it for AI-automation value 
communication: Examples 

CUDA is a simple value communication framework- Communicating Up, Down, and Across, that can 
be very aptly designed and used to address this specific root-cause, showing people what's in it for 
them, in direct, measurable terms [Not just UX kind of intangible stuff].  
 
Here is how: Consider AI applications in 2 common scenarios that any enterprise worker can relate to-  
 
1- The CIO organization/ IT organization: e.g. the enterprise infra and apps maintenance teams; tech 
stack owners, administrators and SMEs; IT service desk and process owners etc.  
 
2- Any of the Functional/ Business Process/ Production organizations: Be it support functions like HR, 
finance, procurement, marketing, CRM; or production, inventory management, materials management; 
or the interlocking operational processes like invoice processing - with a 3-way match among 
purchase/ procurement, pricing/finance, and materials/production.  
 
Now, in each scenario, there are broadly 3 levels of users - of any system- AI or otherwise.  
 
E.g. for Scenario 1: CUDA has to define metrics to answer questions "what's in it for me" and "how it 
has helped someone at my level and by how much", at 3 levels for the AI-automation Leaders 
perspective [a role that usually reports to the CIO]:  
Up: the CIO; Across: Other IT team leaders; Down: Engineers/ team-members  

 
For example [this is just an indicative sample]: The CIO organizations AI-CUDA Metrics may look like 
the following:  
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For Scenario 2, the logic remains pretty much same but there will be infinite variations given the 
varieties of business processes and functions across domains and verticals.  
A common example scenario can be say: Using AI & automation [can be n no. of use-cases] to 
improve the quality[accuracy] and speed for Order Processing [most organizations doing some or any 
kind of business will have to do this at the very least, to exist and qualify as a business]. 

The 3 levels in this context, from the process owner's viewpoint, are:  
 Up: The Sales & Distribution Head of the Organization/ The COO/ Delivery Head  
 Across: For other functional team leaders  
 Down: Order fulfilment/ support teams  

 
 
In this process context, the sample CUDA metrics may be defined as below: 

 
These CUDA metrics and the framework overall serve 2 key purposes:  

1- It addresses Persona-specific value questions at 3 basic levels of employees,  

2- It also can be used to set the Stretch Targets in front of these persona's e.g. "By using AI & 
automation in X, person Y at your level has achieved a 3X gain in productivity"- so the message 
becomes a direct show-n-tell story in numbers- "adopt AI- to augment yourself, and show us".  
 
Then, by linking it to the R&R programs of the enterprise, adoption rates can be boosted at the overall 
organization level. 


